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Summary:
In current mechanisms and robotics science there is a trend towards more simplicity and robustness, while
maintaining or even improving performance. A promising approach to meeting these apparently conflicting
demands is self-adaptability. This talk will first touch an example of such mechanisms, namely underactuation in
robotic graspers, and proceed in more depth to energy-free adjustment of gravity balancers to variable payload,
and dynamic balancing of manipulators for high speed and high accuracy, also considering variable payload.
Underactuated graspers employ the fact that they have less actuators than degrees of freedom by self-adapting
to any object that is being grasped. The talk will discuss several new topologies, their behaviour, and their
analysis based on energy methods.
Static balancing is a well-known technique to reduce actuator torques in mechanisms and machines that suffer
from counteraction by conservative forces, such as gravity. Robots and many other devices can save
considerable energy by applying countermasses or springs. In case of variable payload, these countermasses or
springs will ideally self-adjust. One complication is that in general energy is needed for this adjustment. The talk
will present various methods to eliminate energy consumption for adjustment. Examples will be given and a
successful start-up company based on this technology will be discussed.
Dynamic balancing aims at eliminating all base reaction forces of a manipulator due to the fast motion of its
members. In many cases, cycle times are longer than necessary because of waiting for vibrations to die out, that
would otherwise introduce errors in pick and place. This talk will discuss recent methods for the design of highspeed dynamically balanced mechanisms, present experimental evaluations, and discuss limits to the ability to
consider variable payload.
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